
COMMENTS FROM BCC TO URSA AT BATTLEMENT MESA MEETING – OCTOBER 1, 2014 

Since you are announcing tonight that drilling activities are coming inside our boundaries soon,  the 

members of Battlement Concerned Citizens (BCC) would like to ask you for some courtesies as you 

continue to implement your multi-year project.   You have been diligent in meeting with us monthly for 

the past year and a half to keep us informed about your current intentions.   Early on, you told us that 

you would do everything possible to access the gas from outside the PUD.  That made us both glad and 

hopeful.  In fact, you built your first two well pads outside the PUD boundary.   Later, we were told that 

you might have to drill inside the PUD, and then that it would be unavoidable.  This summer we were 

told that you wanted to construct a number of well pads within the PUD over several years in three 

phases.  An estimate of two or three years to complete the entire project was changed recently to 

possibly five years.  We are also aware that you might in the future sell your assets to another operator, 

as Antero did, and that company might be here a lot longer than that.   

It is very important for all the homeowners here to be able to anticipate the cumulative impacts of 

drilling inside Battlement Mesa, given that other operators are already drilling all around us.  If Ursa 

submits multiple special use permits over a period of several years, first for one phase and then for 

another, this will leave us in a state of perpetual uncertainty.    Instead, we ask that you  

(1) submit one single comprehensive plan to Garfield County covering the whole Battlement Mesa 

project, as companies operating in other counties are now required to prepare. 

We have several “not in my backyard” concerns – since some of the proposed well pads will seem like 

they are in our backyards.   We learned from you that you were attempting to negotiate changes in the 

Surface Use Agreement with the Battlement Mesa Company, including the relocation and re-sizing of 

some well pads.  You must realize that none of us want to look out our window and see a rig, or even a 

sound wall, right there, or experience heavy truck traffic and odors, as some of us in Battlement already 

have, not to mention potential close encounters with air born pollutants, spills, fires or blowouts.  So we 

ask that you,  

(2) defer development inside the PUD until the Governor’s special commission now deliberating 

makes recommendations about new required setbacks, and then voluntarily follow them. 

Two of the well pads that you are planning are on either side of our iconic and award winning golf 

course.  The course is a significant factor in property values here, and the presence of well pads next to a 

prime recreational feature is incongruous, and will be part of a visitors’ first impression of Battlement 

Mesa.  There are significant traffic issues for these pads as well.  So we ask that you  

(3) relocate these golf course pads in your development plan. 

Another location for a well pad concerns us-  the B pad next to the Colorado River from which our 

drinking water comes.   We all recall the spill last year into Parachute Creek.  So we ask that you  

(4) Please relocate this well pad that is close to the Colorado River and our water supply. 

(5)  And finally we ask that Ursa employ the latest and best available technology in order for us to co-

exist with heavy industry here.     The foremost of these is horizontal drilling done at a distance to 

create maximum separation of well pads from residences.   Another technology that can be employed is 



remote fracking, which can mitigate traffic, odors and noise.  Also, the use of electric or liquid natural 

gas powered equipment is possible instead of diesel power, especially in the drilling rigs.  It would 

reduce both noxious fumes and noise.  In addition, by using tankless systems, processing and production 

can take place away from well pads at a distant location where emissions, spills, noise and truck traffic 

would have a much lesser impact.  Lastly, sophisticated air monitoring devices are available to 

continuously monitor and control emissions. 

Ursa came to Battlement Mesa in 2013 and told us at the first meeting that no company in the business 

was more concerned about the impacts of drilling on their neighbors in the community, and that this 

concern was part of your DNA.   Accordingly, we are requesting these mitigations to insure a higher 

standard for developing resources in this residential community. 

 

Dave Devanney, BCC Co-chair 

970-285-2263 

ddevanney@comcast.net 

Doug Saxton, BCC Director 

970-285-2441 

douglassaxton@gmail.com 
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